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Abstract
This research examined the role of working memory (WM) in probability judgment and
hypothesis generation using a simulated task that involved estimating the likelihood that particular menu items would be ordered by customers at a dinner. Five main ﬁndings were
observed. First, judgments of the likelihood of individual items were made relative to alternatives retrieved from long-term memory. Second, the number of alternatives retrieved was positively correlated with a measure of WM-capacity (the operation-span task). Third,
participantsÕ probability judgments were subadditive (summing to well over 100%). Fourth,
the degree to which participantsÕ judgments were subadditive was aﬀected by the number
and strength of the alternatives retrieved from long-term memory. Fifth, the degree to which
participants were subadditive was negatively correlated with WM-capacity. The results suggest
that individual diﬀerences in WM-capacity are fundamental to hypothesis generation and
probability judgment.
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1. Introduction
Hypothesis generation is an important component of many real-world tasks: Physicians generate disease hypotheses prior to issuing diagnoses (Barrows, Norman,
Neufeld, & Feightner, 1982; Elstein, Shulman, & Sprafka, 1978), mechanics generate
hypotheses for auto failures (Mehle, 1982), and auditors generate hypotheses regarding accounting errors (Libby, 1985). The hypothesis generation process has obvious,
and often profound implications for a variety of decision tasks, aﬀecting physiciansÕ
treatment decisions, auditorsÕ decisions to invest time and money pursuing possible
sources of errors in accounting records, and mechanicsÕ course of action in repairing
automobiles. In all of these cases, the ultimate course of action rests heavily on the
decision makerÕs ability to generate the correct cause underlying an observed pattern
of symptoms. As Barrows et al. (1982) has shown, one is unlikely to consider causes
or hypotheses that are not initially generated. Thus, the hypothesis generation process is critical for accurate judgment.
Intimately tied to the hypothesis generation process is the process of evaluating
the probability or likelihood of speciﬁc hypotheses––the process of hypothesis evaluation. When one evaluates the likelihood of a particular hypothesis, it presumably
is evaluated relative to other alternative or rival hypotheses. These rival hypotheses
must be retrieved or generated from memory (Dougherty, Gettys, & Thomas, 1997;
Gettys & Fisher, 1979; Koehler, 1994).
The assumption that the judged probability of a focal hypothesis is made by comparing it to an alternative or alternatives is embodied in several recent theories of
probability judgment. For example, Tversky and KoehlerÕs (1994) support theory assumes that the judged probability of a focal hypothesis is assessed by comparing the
strength of the evidence for the focal hypothesis to the strength of the evidence of
alternative hypotheses. Similarly, Windschitl and Wells (1998) proposed the comparison heuristic, whereby probability judgments were assumed to be based on a comparison of the strength of the focal hypothesis with the single strongest alternative
(see also Windschitl & Young, 2001; Windschitl, Young, & Jensen, 2002). Finally,
Dougherty (2001; Dougherty, Gettys, & Ogden, 1999) has argued that probability
judgments are made by comparing the memory strength of the focal hypothesis with
the combined memory strengths of explicitly generated alternatives.
Of both theoretical and practical interest is the question regarding the factors
that aﬀect hypothesis generation and hypothesis evaluation. Whereas there has
been considerable research investigating hypothesis evaluation in both the cognitive
and social literatures (Koehler, 1991; Sanbonmatsu, Posavac, Kardes, & Mantel,
1998), relatively little research has examined the process of hypothesis generation.
Hypothesis generation is the logical precursor to hypothesis evaluation, since the
outcome of the generation process determines which hypotheses ultimately are
evaluated.
Although relatively little research has been done on hypothesis generation, what
has been done has yielded a consistent pattern of results. Of particular importance is
the ﬁnding that participants generate only a fraction of the total number of plausible
alternatives (Fisher, Gettys, Manning, Mehle, & Baca, 1983; Gettys, Pliske, Man-
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ning, & Casey, 1987; Mehle, Gettys, Manning, Baca, & Fisher, 1981). For example,
in one study Mehle (1982) found that auto mechanics were deﬁcient at generating
hypotheses for why a car would not start––generating only around 4–6 total hypotheses. Moreover, participants were overconﬁdent in the sets of hypotheses they did
generate, believing that they were more complete than they actually were. More recent research has shown that participants tend to generate alternatives that are
highly likely, ignoring hypotheses that are implausible or unlikely (Dougherty
et al., 1997; Weber, B€
ockenholt, Hilton, & Wallace, 1993), and that the judged probability of the focal hypothesis decreases as the number of alternatives generated increases (Dougherty et al., 1997).
The above studies indicate that hypothesis generation is an important component
of probability assessment, as the number and strength of alternative hypotheses affects judged probability. However, while these studies have furthered our understanding of hypothesis generation and probability assessment, they have not
explored the underlying memory processes. The purpose of the present research
was to provide an initial examination of the relationships among probability judgment, hypothesis generation, and working memory processes. In particular, we
tested the idea that individual diﬀerences in working memory (WM) capacity are
fundamental to probability judgment by limiting the number of alternative hypotheses that can be maintained in the focus of attention. As prior research has shown,
judged probability tends to decrease as the number of alternatives explicitly considered increases (Dougherty et al., 1997). We propose that one important constraint on
the number of alternatives people consider is WM-capacity.
There are at least two properties of working memory functioning that seem relevant to hypothesis generation. One property involves the maintenance of task-relevant information in the focus of attention. Considerable research has shown that
the number of items one can maintain in the focus of attention is quite small
(4  1, see Cowan, 2001) and that it varies among individuals (Engle, Kane, & Tuholski, 1999; Engle, Tuholski, Laughlin, & Conway, 1999). The second property involves the inhibition or suppression of task-irrelevant information (Hasher & Zacks,
1988). The extent to which people fail to inhibit task-irrelevant information from entering the focus of attention aﬀects the amount of relevant information that can be
maintained. As Engle, Tuholski, Laughlin, and Conway (1999) argued, behavior is
more likely to be inﬂuenced by task-irrelevant information when it cannot be inhibited from entering the focus of attention (see also Kane, Bleckley, Conway, & Engle,
2001; Rosen & Engle, 1997).
The ability to maintain task-relevant information in the focus of attention is paramount to accurate probability judgment. Normatively, decision makers should
judge the probability of a focal hypothesis by comparing it to all possible alternatives
within its diagnostic category. However, rarely do peopleÕs probability judgments
follow normative models. One factor contributing to the lack of normative responding is that only a small subset of items can be maintained in working memory at any
point in time. Thus, the judged probability of a focal hypothesis is likely to be made
by comparing it to only a subset of the alternatives, rather than the exhaustive set of
alternative hypotheses.
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There are several implications of our proposal that the number of hypotheses that
one can maintain in the focus of attention is positively correlated with WM-capacity.
One implication is that the judged likelihood of a focal hypothesis should decrease as
the number and strength of relevant alternative hypotheses maintained in working
memory increases, assuming that the focal is evaluated relative to its alternatives. Because WM-span and number of hypotheses generated are hypothesized to be positively correlated, judgments of the focal should also be negatively correlated with
WM-span. We assume that participants partition the total probability of the sample
space (cf. Fox & Rottenstreich, in press) across the subset of generated alternatives
as if it were exhaustive, an assumption referred to as constrained additivity (this is
because the partitioning ensures additivity among the generated alternatives). The
partitioning of judged probability across the generated alternatives, rather than
the exhaustive set, can lead to overestimation. For example, partitioning the total
probability of 1.0 over three alternative hypotheses will lead each alternative to be
overestimated if the exhaustive set includes eight alternatives. More generally, the
more alternatives over which the total probability is partitioned, the lower the probability of each alternative (Fox & Rottenstreich, in press). Thus, to the extent to
which participants fail to think of all alternative hypotheses, judgments of individual
hypotheses should exceed the objective probabilities: Generating more alternatives
should lead to lower individual probability judgments.
A second implication concerns the ﬁnding of subadditivity in probability judgment. Subadditivity is the tendency for the probability of an inclusive hypothesis
to be rated as less than the sum of its components. For example, suppose one is
asked to judge the probability that someone died from cancer given that they died
from a natural cause (e.g., p(cancer j natural cause of death)), and later asked to
judge the probability of death from various types of cancer given natural cause of
death (e.g., p[breast cancer j natural death], p[leukemia j natural death], p[lung cancer j natural death], p[all other types j natural death]). Normatively, the probability
assigned to the inclusive hypothesis is equal to the sum of its components. For example, p(cancer j natural cause of death) ¼ p(breast cancer j natural death) + p(leukemia j natural death) + p(lung cancer j natural death) + p(all other types j natural
death), because the constituents are mutually exclusive and exhaustive. However,
considerable research has shown that the judged probability of the inclusive hypothesis is less than the sum of the judged probabilities of its components (for a review
see Tversky & Koehler, 1994). That is, the inclusive hypothesis is subadditive with
respect to the judged probabilities of the components (e.g., p[cancer j natural death]
< p[breast cancer j natural death] + p[leukemia j natural death] + p[lung cancer j natural death] + p[all other types j natural death]).
We expected that the degree of subadditivity would be negatively correlated with
WM-span because the judged probability of each individual hypothesis should decrease as a function of the number and strength of the alternative hypotheses generated. Note that this suggests that subadditivity should be negatively correlated with
the overall strength of the generated alternatives––participants generating more, or
stronger alternatives should be less subadditive than participants generating fewer,
or less strong alternatives. In general, however WM-span should be negatively cor-
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related with subadditivity because participants high in WM-span should be able to
hold more alternatives in working memory.
We examined hypothesis generation and probability assessment using a simulated
restaurant task. In the ﬁrst phase of the task, participants viewed four regular restaurant customers each ordering one of eight items from one of four mutually exclusive
menus. Each customerÕs menu selections over the course of 74 consecutive days were
determined by a frequency distribution: Each participant saw distributions of 20–
42–2–2–2–2–2–2 (breakfast), 20–20–20–3–3–3–3–2 (snack), 20–15–15–15–3–2–2–2
(dessert), and 20–10–9–9–8–8–8–2 (dinner), corresponding to the four menus. In
the second phase of the experiment, participants judged the likelihood that each customer would order a randomly selected menu item on the 75th day. This judgment
was followed by a thought-listing task (our measure of hypothesis generation) in
which participants listed those items they considered when judging the focal item. Finally, at the end of the experiment, participants rated the likelihood of each of the 32
menu items one at a time. Subadditivity was calculated by summing each participantÕs probability judgments for the eight mutually exclusive and exhaustive items
within each menu, which should sum up to 100% under the normative model. The
four distributions constituted our independent variable and were predicted to aﬀect
the degree to which participants were subadditive (i.e., judgments exceeded 100%).
Assuming that participants generate only a few of the strongest alternatives, and
that the judged probability of the focal is compared to the overall strength of the generated alternatives, then each individual probability judgment should be higher for the
frequency distributions that are more evenly distributed (e.g., dessert and dinner) than
for the frequency distributions where the majority of the frequencies are loaded on a
few alternatives (e.g., breakfast and snack). This should lead to the greatest amount of
subadditivity for the 20–10–9–9–8–8–8–2 distribution and the least amount for the
20–42–2–2–2–2–2–2 distribution. This prediction is easily seen by a simple calculation. Assume participants generate the two strongest alternatives for each focal judgment, and that each of the eight judgments within a distribution is made relative to the
strength of the alternatives. Operationalizing strength as the objective frequency gives
us 20/(20+42+2)+42/(20+42+2)+6(2/[20+42+2]) and a total sum of probabilities
of 1.16 for the 20–42–2–2–2–2–2–2 distribution. For the 20–10–9–9–8–8–8–2 distribution, the corresponding sum of the probabilities is 20/(20+10+9)+10/(20+
10+9)+2(9/[20+10+9])+3(8/[20+10+8])+2/(20+10+2) ¼ 1.96. Hence, we predicted
more subadditivity for the distributions that were more evenly distributed.
The above discussion gives rise to the following hypotheses. H1a: With respect to
the eﬀect of distribution, we hypothesized that subadditivity would increase as the
distributions became more evenly distributed. Thus, the 20–10–9–9–8–8–8–2 distribution should yield the most subadditivity and the 20–42–2–2–2–2–2–2 distribution
should yield the least. Based on WM limitations, we assume that participants will
generate the same number of hypotheses for each distribution. If so, then the
strength (sum of the objective frequencies) of the generated alternatives should also
covary with distribution. This gives rise to H1b: We hypothesized that the sum of the
objective frequencies of the generated alternatives would decrease as the distributions became more evenly distributed. This follows from our assumption that
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participants generate the most likely alternatives. A necessary consequence is that
the overall strength (i.e., objective frequency) of the generated alternatives will be
the highest for the highest for the 20–42–2–2–2–2–2–2 distribution and the lowest
for the 20–20–9–9–8–8–8–2 distribution. For example, the majority of the strength
is captured by the two strongest alternatives (20, 42) in the ﬁrst distribution, whereas
the second distribution would require the generation of the four strongest alternatives to reach an approximately equivalent strength.
In addition to the eﬀect of the distribution, we also hypothesized that both judgments of the focal and overall subadditivity would be related to individual diﬀerences
in WM-capacity and to the number and strength of the generated alternatives: As
WM-capacity increases, the number (and strength) of the alternatives used in the
comparison process will increase, which, in turn should lead to lower probability
judgment. That is, participants high in WM-capacity are hypothesized to generate
more alternatives than participants low in WM-capacity. As a result, high-span participants should give lower probability judgments (and be less subadditive) than participants high in WM-capacity. Note that the overall strength of the alternative
hypotheses (the sum of the objective frequencies) covaries with the number of alternatives (the more alternatives one thinks of the greater the overall strength). Thus,
WM-capacity should also be related to the strength of the generated alternatives.
The above discussion gives rise to several hypotheses. First, judgments of the focal
and overall subadditivity should be H2a: negatively correlated with the number of
generated hypotheses, H2b: negatively correlated with the strength of the generated
alternatives, and H2c: negatively correlated WM-span. Because the correlation between WM-span and judgments of the focal and overall subadditivity are assumed
to arise because of the number and strength of the alternatives generated, we also
hypothesized that: H3a: the number of alternatives generated would be positively
correlated with WM-span, H3b: the strength of the generated alternatives would
be positively correlated with WM-span, and H3c: the relationship between WM-span
and subadditivity and between WM-span and single judgments should be mediated
by the strength of the generated alternatives. That is, we expected that the relationship between WM-span and subadditivity (as well as focal judgments) would be mediated by the strength of the alternatives participants explicitly consider.
In addition to the above hypotheses, we can also test whether our assumption of
constrained additivity is plausible. There are three aspects of the data that can be
used to assess constrained additivity. First, the sum of the judgments of the generated alternatives and the focal should approximate 100%. This hypothesis is diﬃcult
to assess given the current experimental design, since it requires the assumption that
participants always generate the same subset of hypotheses when judging each of the
items listed in the thought-listing task. However, it is quite likely that participants
will think of novel alternatives when rating the likelihood of the generated alternatives. Hence, failure to ﬁnd precise constrained additivity cannot be taken as strong
evidence against the assumption. However, there are two implications of our assumption of constrained additivity that should hold if it is indeed plausible. First,
because we assume that participants partition the total probably over the subset
of explicitly considered alternatives, the sum of the probabilities assigned to these al-
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ternatives should not covary with WM-span. Although this is a null prediction, the
deck is stacked against it. Recall that we also anticipate that participants high in
WM-span will generate more alternatives. Thus, even though high-WM-span individuals should generate more alternatives, the sum of the judgments assigned to
the generated alternatives should be uncorrelated with WM-capacity. The second
implication of constrained additivity is that the sum of the probabilities assigned
to the explicitly considered alternatives should be unaﬀected by distribution. Thus,
we predicted a null eﬀect of distribution on constrained additivity, despite the fact
that we expected overall subadditivity to be aﬀected by distribution.

2. Method
2.1. Participants
Participants were 40 undergraduates at the University of Maryland enrolled in
Psychology courses. For participating they received partial credit in their course.
2.2. Procedure
Prior to beginning the experiment, each participant completed the operation-span
task (Conway & Engle, 1996; Turner & Engle, 1989), as a measure of WM-span.
This task requires participants to retain a list of words while solving mathematical
problems. For example, on successive presentations participants might see
(6*2))3 ¼ 4 ? DOG; (8/2))3 ¼ 1 ? WINDOW, etc. Participants read aloud the equation, responded yes or no to whether the equation was correct, and then read the
word aloud. After stating the word, the experimenter proceeded to the next operation–word pair. This continued until the participant was prompted to recall the
words in the order in which they were presented. Participants were presented with
15 sets of equation-words pairs, with each set size (2, 3, 4, 5, 6) presented three times
in random order. ParticipantsÕ WM-span scores were calculated by summing up the
number of words recalled in the correct serial position (for a description of the operation-span task see Turner & Engle, 1989). Thus, the maximum possible score was
60 if participants correctly recalled all words from the 15 lists perfectly. Klein and
Fiss (1999) reported that the test–retest reliability of the O-span task ranged from
r ¼ 0:667 (2–3 week intertest interval) to r ¼ 0:812 (6–7 week intertest interval).
Our split-half reliability approached their lower bound, r ¼ 0:59, p ¼ 0:0002, with
a CronbachÕs alpha coeﬃcient of 0.74, indicating reasonably good reliability.
The experimental task provided a simulation of ‘‘days’’ in a restaurant. There
were 32 total food items with eight items on each of four diﬀerent menus. These
menus were breakfast (pancakes, eggs, etc.), snack (almonds, popcorn, etc.), dinner
(steak, chili, etc.), and dessert (cake, ice cream, etc.). Four ‘‘regular’’ customers were
seen each day, each always ordering from one menu (e.g., only Bob ordered from the
breakfast menu). Each day each customer ordered one of the eight menu items from
their respective menus. Their choice of menu items was determined by a frequency
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distribution in which the items were presented at diﬀering relative frequencies. Over
the four menus, each participant saw distributions of 20–42–2–2–2–2–2–2 (breakfast), 20–20–20–3–3–3–3–2 (snack), 20–15–15–15–3–2–2–2 (dessert), and 20–10–9–
9–8–8–8–2 (dinner).
Participants proceeded through a series of ‘‘days’’ during which they saw each of
the regular customers and their orders. Each day proceeded in the following order:
(1) breakfast displayed with a cartoon image of Bob, an item from the breakfast
menu and the word ‘‘Breakfast,’’ (2) Steve, a snack item and ‘‘Snack’’, (3) Tim, a dinner item and ‘‘Dinner’’, (4) Dan, a dessert item and ‘‘Dessert,’’ (5) a picture of a sunset signifying the end of the day. Participants were presented with 296 menu items
over 74 simulated days. Each menu item was presented for 3 s, with the order of
the items within each menu random for each participant. To ensure that participants
were attending to the task, eight times during the learning phase they were prompted
to recall the most recent item ordered by a particular customer.
After viewing 74 simulated days, participants judged the probability of each customer ordering a particular menu item (e.g., Given what you have seen so far, what
is the probability that Bob will have pancakes on the next day?). One menu item was
chosen randomly from each distribution for each participant (i.e., participants rated
one item per distribution). In fact, this initial judgment task was done to assess hypothesis generation––which, and how many, alternative hypotheses participants
thought of when prompted to make a probability judgment. Thus, after entering
each judgment, participants engaged in a thought-listing task (Cacioppo & Petty,
1981) in which they typed into the computer the items they considered while making
the probability judgment. 1 Participants then judged the probability of each of the
listed items in isolation of the others. This task was repeated four times, once for
each distribution (menu), with order of distribution randomized. At the end of the
experiment, participants rated the probability of each of the 32 menu items one at
a time in random order without engaging in the thought-listing task. These 32 judgments (eight per meal) enabled us to assess the degree to which participantsÕ judgments were subadditive. The subadditivity score was calculated by summing up
the judgments for each set of eight items, which should normatively sum to 100.
The scale used for all judgments was an 11-point scale ranging from 0%––impossible
to 100%––certain. Care was taken to point out that the judgment should be made by
considering how often the item had occurred throughout the entire experiment, not
on what was ordered most recently. This instruction was emphasized during a practice session, as well as prior to the ﬁrst judgment phase in the restaurant task.
Prior to engaging in the experimental task, participants completed a practice session that resembled the experimental task in all important aspects. The practice session was much shorter than the restaurant task and involved learning, then
1

Because participants performed the thought-listing task four times throughout the course of the
experiment, the reliability of our measure of hypothesis generation can be assessed by examining the
correlations between number of alternatives generated for the four diﬀerent distributions. These
correlations ranged from r ¼ 0:69 to r ¼ 0:84, all of which were statistically signiﬁcant at the p < 0:0001
level. The overall Cronbach alpha coeﬃcient was 0.93.
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estimating the likelihood of, where two travelers went for vacation. The practice task
was used to introduce participants to the probability judgment and thought-listing
components of the experimental task.

3. Results
Four participants were excluded from the analyses for failing to perform the
thought-listing task.
3.1. Subadditivity, hypothesis generation, and the eﬀect of distribution
We hypothesized that subadditivity would be the highest for distributions that
contained primarily weak (low frequency) alternatives and lowest for distributions
that contained several strong (high frequency) alternatives (H1a). Thus, if participants can hold the focal plus two alternatives, and they generate the strongest alternatives, each individual focal judgment should be lower for the distributions with
stronger alternatives, resulting in less overall subadditivity for those distributions.
In contrast, if participants maintained all eight items in the focus of attention, judgments should approximate additivity (sum up to 100%) and there should be no eﬀect
of distribution.
Table 1 shows the mean number of alternatives generated, the mean sum of the
judgments, the overall strength of the generated alternatives (i.e., objective relative
frequencies of the generated alternatives), and the constrained additivity scores.
The number of alternatives generated did not diﬀer across distributions: Participants
generated roughly three alternatives regardless of distribution, F ð3; 96Þ ¼ 0:28,
p > 0:05. In contrast, the subadditivity score diﬀered considerably across the distributions, and in the predicted direction, with the greatest amount of subadditivity for the
distributions that had primarily weak (low frequency) alternatives, F ð3; 105Þ ¼ 9:66,
Table 1
Means (standard errors) for major dependent variables for the four distributions

Number of alternatives generated
Strength of generated
alternatives
Subadditivity score
Constrained additivity

Breakfast
20–42–2–2–2–2–2–2

Snack
20–20–20–3–3–
3–3–2

Dessert
20–15–15–15–3–
2–2–2

Dinner
20–10–9–9–8–8–
8–2

3.0 (0.3)

2.9 (0.3)

3.3 (0.3)

3.1 (0.3)

50.3 (3.3)

44.0 (2.5)

40.4 (3.3)

37.0 (3.0)

238 (18.9)
125 (8.9)

245 (16.2)
133 (12.6)

273 (21.9)
129 (8.9)

294 (21.7)
126 (9.7)

Note: Number of alternatives generated ¼ number of alternative menu items listed in the thought-listing
task. Strength of the generated alternatives ¼ sum of the objective frequencies of the items generated in the
thought-listing task. Subadditivity score ¼ sum of the probability judgments given for all eight items.
Constrained additivity ¼ sum of the probability judgments assigned to the focal and alternatives generated
in the thought-listing task.
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p < 0:001. A priori pairwise comparisons using HolmÕs adjustment revealed that only
the two most dissimilar distributions (breakfast and dinner) diﬀered statistically from
each other; however the ordering of all four distributions follows the shape of the frequency distributions: Distributions with stronger (higher frequency) alternatives elicited less subadditivity. Note that nearly 85% of the objective frequencies are loaded on
the two strongest alternatives (20, 42) in the breakfast distribution, but that only 40%
of the objective frequencies are loaded on the two strongest alternatives (20, 10) in the
dinner distribution. Thus, if judgments are based on a comparison between the focal
and the few strongest alternatives, judgments should be lower in the breakfast distribution than in the dinner distribution. This would lead to less subadditivity for the
breakfast distribution, as was found. The remaining two distributions, snack (20–
20–20–3–3–3–3–2) and dessert (20–15–15–15–3–2–2–2), showed intermediate levels
of subadditivity, with less subadditivity in the snack distribution, as expected.
Embedded in our explanation of why subadditivity decreased as a function of the
strength of the alternatives is the assumption that participants generated the few
strongest alternatives (those which had the highest objective frequency). To examine
this directly, we classiﬁed alternatives with an objective frequency exceeding 9.25 (the
mean objective frequency) as high frequency and those below the mean as low frequency and tallied the proportion of high-frequency and low-frequency items participants generated. For example, the Breakfast distribution had two high-frequency
alternatives (20 and 42 are greater than 9.25), while the Dessert distribution had four
high-frequency alternatives. Thus, for each participant the proportion of the possible
high- and low-frequency items that were generated was calculated (i.e., generating
both high-frequency items in the Breakfast category would yield a proportion of
1.0). Collapsing across distribution, the mean proportion of the high-frequency items
generated (M ¼ 0:53) exceeded the mean proportion of the low-frequency items generated (M ¼ 0:31), tð35Þ ¼ 6:43, p < 0:001. Thus, in general, participants tended to
generate strong alternative hypotheses.
We also calculated the strength (i.e., objective relative frequencies) of the generated alternatives for each distribution. If the ﬁnding of subadditivity is related to
the overall strength of the generated alternatives, then the overall strength of the generated alternatives should be highest in the distribution with the lowest subadditivity
(H1b). This was indeed the case, F ð3; 87Þ ¼ 6:26, p ¼ 0:001. Whereas subadditivity
increased as the number of strong alternatives decreased, the overall strength of
the generated alternatives decreased (see Table 1). Note that there were no diﬀerences in the number of alternatives generated across the distributions (roughly three
alternatives for all four distributions), suggesting that participants are considering
the strength of the generated alternatives, not merely the number of alternatives,
when forming their judgments. This is consistent with prior research by Dougherty
et al. (1997) who showed that the judged probability of a focal was higher when the
alternatives were improbable.
The above results indicated two main ﬁndings: (1) Participants tended to generate
the strongest few alternatives, and (2) the strength of the generated alternatives affected the degree to which participants were subadditive. We now examine the role
of individual diﬀerences in WM-span in hypothesis generation and subadditivity.
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3.2. WM-span, hypotheses generation and probability judgments
Our main hypotheses focused on the correlations among WM-span, number of
alternatives generated, the strength of the generated alternatives, and three components of the probability estimation task: (a) single-item judgments, where the singleitem judgments were the four items (one per distribution) for which participants
engaged in the thought-listing task, (b) overall subadditivity (the sum of the probabilities assigned to the eight menu items within each distribution), and (c) the constrained additivity score (the sum of the probabilities assigned to the generated
alternatives for each of the four distributions). These correlational analyses were
done collapsing across the four distributions.
We predicted that the strength and/or number of alternatives generated would be
negatively correlated with both single judgments and overall subadditivity (H2a,
H2b). That is, generating several strong alternatives should lead to lower judged
probability and less subadditivity than generating several weak alternatives. We also
predicted that WM-capacity would be positively correlated with the number and
strength of the alternative hypotheses generated (H3a, H3b). Finally, we hypothesized that WM-span would be related to single judgments and subadditivity, but that
this correlation would be mediated by the strength of the generated alternatives
(H3c).
Table 2 presents the correlations among the main variables. As can be seen, both
predictions were supported, with all the signiﬁcant correlations corresponding to medium eﬀects or larger (Cohen, 1988). 2 The correlation between WM-capacity and
the average number of hypotheses generated was positive and signiﬁcant, r ¼ 0:45,
p ¼ 0:006. Comparison of the upper 25 percentile (high span) with the lowest 25 percentile (low span) revealed that high-span participants generated an average of 4.1
alternatives whereas low-span participants generated only 2.4 alternatives. By CohenÕs d, the eﬀect size was quite large, d ¼ 1:0, indicating that a full standard deviation separated the high- and low-span participants. Thus, participants high in
WM-span generated more alternatives. In addition, the overall strength of the generated alternatives was negatively correlated with both the amount of overall subadditivity, r ¼ 0:37, p ¼ 0:03, and the judgments of the single hypotheses, r ¼ 0:41,
p ¼ 0:01. However, the correlations between number of alternatives generated (ignoring strength) and judgments of single hypotheses and subadditivity were both
negative, but non-signiﬁcant. Note that the overall strength of the generated alternatives was highly correlated with number generated (r ¼ 0:92), but that only the former was signiﬁcantly correlated with subadditivity and judgments of single
hypotheses. This makes sense since participants should take into account the
strength of the alternatives, not just how many they generated: Generating three
highly likely alternatives should reduce the judged likelihood of the focal more than
generated three unlikely alternatives.

2

According to Cohen (1988), r ¼ 0:30 is considered a medium eﬀect size.
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Table 2
Pearson r correlations between major variables
WM-span

Single judgment
Number of alternatives
Judgments of generated alternatives
Overall subadditivity
Objective sum of generated alternatives
*

Single
judgment

)0.25
0.45
0.07

)0.30
)0.37

)0.37
0.42

0.84
)0.41

Number of
alternatives

Judgments of
generated
alternatives

Overall subadditivity

0.57
)0.25
0.92

0.28
0.50

)0.37

p < 0:05.
p < 0:01.

**

We also hypothesized that the amount of subadditivity would be inversely related
to WM-capacity (H2c), since WM-capacity constrains the number of alternatives
one can maintain in the focus of attention. This prediction was supported: Overall
subadditivity correlated negatively with WM-span, r ¼ 0:37, p ¼ 0:02. A comparison of high-span (upper 25%) and low-span (lowest 25%) participants revealed that
the sum of probability judgments for high-span participants (M ¼ 222:5) was over
100% lower than the sum of the probability judgments for low-span individuals
(M ¼ 335:2), indicating that high-span participants were much less subadditive.
Again, by CohenÕs d this corresponded to a relatively large eﬀect size, d ¼ 0:81.
Using mediation analysis (Baron & Kenny, 1986), we tested whether the relationship between WM-span and judgments of the single hypotheses (and subadditivity)
was due to the strength of the generated alternatives (H3c). There are three steps to
mediation analyses. First, there must be a signiﬁcant relationship between the predictor or independent variable (WM-span) and the dependent variable (judged probability or subadditivity), though this step is not critical for establishing mediation.
Second, there must be a signiﬁcant relationship between the predictor variable
(WM-capacity) and the potential mediator (strength of generated alternatives). Finally, the eﬀect of the mediator (strength of the generated alternatives) on the dependent variable (judged probability or subadditivity) should be signiﬁcant when
controlling for the predictor variable (WM-capacity). Full mediation occurs when
the predictor is no longer a signiﬁcant predictor of the dependent variable when controlling for the mediator.
The ﬁrst mediation test examined whether the strength of the generated alternatives mediated the relationship between WM-capacity and judgments of the focal
events (H3c). This set of analyses revealed that the direct relationship between
WM-capacity (the predictor variable) and judged probability (the dependent variable) was non-signiﬁcant, b ¼ 0:45, t ¼ 1:50, p ¼ 0:14. Although this ﬁrst step
was non-signiﬁcant, Baron and Kenny (1986) point out that mediation is still possible in such cases. Thus, proceeding with caution, we examined the eﬀect of WM-span
on the strength of the generated alternatives and the eﬀect of the generated alterna-
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tives when controlling for WM-span. This set of analyses revealed a signiﬁcant relationship between WM-capacity and the strength of the generated alternatives
(b ¼ 0:71, t ¼ 2:69, p ¼ 0:01), and a marginally signiﬁcant eﬀect of strength of the
generated alternatives on focal judgments when controlling for WM-span
(b ¼ 0:31, t ¼ 1:65, p ¼ 0:10). Using a Sobel test, the mediated path was found
to be in the predicted direction, but not statistically signiﬁcant, z ¼ 1:41, p ¼ 0:157.
A similar mediation analysis was performed to test the hypothesis that the
strength of the alternatives generated mediated the relationship between WM-capacity and subadditivity (H3c). In this case, there was a signiﬁcant relationship between
WM-capacity and overall subadditivity (b ¼ 4:58, t ¼ 2:35, p ¼ 0:02), and between
WM-capacity and strength of the alternatives generated (b ¼ 0:71, t ¼ 2:69,
p ¼ 0:01). However, the relationship between strength of the generated alternatives
and subadditivity when controlling for WM-capacity failed to reach conventional
signiﬁcance (b ¼ 1:89, t ¼ 1:51, p ¼ 0:14). The test of mediation was non-signiﬁcant using SobelÕs approach, z ¼ 1:31, p ¼ 0:189, though the result was in the predicted direction. 3 It is worth noting that WM-capacity also was not a signiﬁcant
predictor of subadditivity when strength of the generated alternatives was controlled,
b ¼ 3:25, t ¼ 1:54, p ¼ 0:13.
In light of the failure to ﬁnd conclusive evidence of mediation, one might ask
whether the eﬀect of distribution is due to the strength of the generated alternatives.
That is, suppose we were to equate each distribution on the strength of the alternatives generated. Would this lead to a decrease in the eﬀect of distribution on subadditivity? We showed above that the diﬀerent distributions aﬀected both subadditivity
and the strength of the generated alternatives, but in the opposite directions: The
lowest amount of subadditivity was observed for the distributions in which the
strength of the generated alternatives was greatest. This suggests that the eﬀect of
distribution is due to the strength of the generated alternatives within each distribution. To test this more directly, one can examine whether the eﬀect of distribution is
statistically signiﬁcant after the distributions have been equated on the strength of
the generated alternatives.
To examine whether the eﬀect of distribution on subadditivity is reduced after
equating the distributions on the strength of the generated alternatives, we ran
two statistical tests. One examining the eﬀect of distribution by itself, and one
3
Although the above tests failed to reveal mediation, it is important to point out that our test likely
lacked statistical power. As Baron and Kenny (1986) point out, the lack of statistical power is of particular
concern when the path between the predictor (WM-span) and the mediator (strength of the generated
alternatives) is stronger than the path between the mediator (strength of the generated alternatives) and the
dependent variable (judged probability or subadditivity). This problem, called multicollinearity,
compromises the power of the statistical test because there is little unique variance to be explained by
the mediator (strength of the generated alternatives) once the variance due to the predictor (WM-capacity)
is removed. In fact, one actually has more statistical power when the relationship between the predictor
and the mediator is relatively weak. As one can readily see in Table 2, the relationship between WM-span
and the strength of the generated alternatives (r ¼ 0:42) was actually greater than the relationship between
the strength of the generated alternatives and judged probability (r ¼ 0:41) and subadditivity
(r ¼ 0:37).
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examining the eﬀect of distribution using the strength of the generated alternatives
as a covariate. Whereas the eﬀect of distribution was signiﬁcant by itself,
F ð3; 105Þ ¼ 9:66, p ¼ 0:0003, its eﬀect was much reduced when the strength of
the alternatives was included as a covariate, F ð3; 102Þ ¼ 3:31, p ¼ 0:02. Examination of the eﬀect size of distribution yielded R2 ¼ 0:275 when the strength of the
alternatives was not controlled for, but R2 ¼ 0:097 when variance due to the
strength of the alternatives was removed. One way to conceptualize this comparison is that equating the four distributions on the strength of the generated alternatives reduces the eﬀect of distribution on subadditivity. This suggests that the
strength of the generated alternatives mediated the eﬀect of distribution on subadditivity.

3.3. Constrained additivity
We assumed that participants partitioned the total probability over the subset of
hypotheses contained in working memory (the focal plus the alternatives generated)––the assumption of constrained additivity. There are three implications of
the constrained additivity assumption. First, the sum of the judgments assigned
to explicitly considered alternatives (the focal plus alternatives generated) should
approximate 100%. However, in order to test this we would have to assume that
participants considered the same subset of alternatives when judging each item
listed in the thought-listing task. This is unlikely to be the case, since participants
will undoubtedly think of new alternatives throughout the judgment task. Nevertheless, examination of the mean constrained additivity scores (see Table 1) showed
that they approximated 100%, showing slight, albeit signiﬁcant overestimation.
The second implication of constrained additivity is that the sum of the judgments
for the generated alternatives should not be aﬀected by distribution. That is, if participants partition the probabilities over the set of alternatives considered, the sum
of the alternatives over which the partitioning takes place should not depend on the
distribution of the alternatives. Indeed, as expected there was no eﬀect of distribution on the sum of these probabilities, F ð3; 30Þ ¼ 0:25, p ¼ 0:86 (see Table 1 for
means).
Finally, the third implication of constrained additivity is that there should be no
relationship between the sum of the judgments of the generated alternatives and
WM-span. Note that the deck is stacked against this prediction since we expected,
and found, that WM-span was positively correlated with number of alternatives generated. Thus, even though high-WM-span participants generated more alternatives,
we did not expect the sum of probabilities assigned to the generated alternatives to
covary with WM-span. The correlation between the additivity of the generated alternatives and WM-span was non-signiﬁcant, r ¼ 0:07, p ¼ 0:70, indicating that while
WM-capacity inﬂuenced the number of alternatives generated, the sum of the judgments for the generated alternatives was independent of capacity. Although we cannot determine whether strict constrained additivity holds, the above two results lend
support for the assumption.
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4. General discussion
Our research has directly implicated working memory as an important process in
hypothesis generation and probability judgment. Indeed, the present experiment revealed three main ﬁndings: (1) the judged probability of a single hypothesis, and the
degree to which participants were subadditive, were both negatively related to the
strength of the generated alternatives and WM-span, (2) participants tended to generate the strongest alternatives, and (3) the number and strength of the alternatives
generated was constrained by WM-capacity. These ﬁndings are important for two
reasons: First, our ﬁndings indicate that individual diﬀerences in WM-capacity are
fundamental to hypothesis generation and probability assessment. Second, and perhaps more important, our research points to a greater need for exploring issues of
capacity limitations in the context of judgment and decision making tasks. Although
capacity limitations have long been assumed to aﬀect judgment, relatively few studies
have explored the issue from within the context of working memory theory.
One possible criticism of the present research is that our use of the thought-listing
procedure might have prompted participants to be more reﬂective and possibly generate alternatives when they might not naturally be inclined to generate alternatives.
That is, perhaps the thought-listing task enticed participants to use a more consciously controlled search of memory for alternatives than would be used in the absence of the thought-listing procedure. Thus, the inclusion of the thought-listing
procedure might be responsible for driving the correlations among subadditivity, hypothesis generation, and WM-span. Although this criticism may hold, it does not undermine the validity of our results. Even if the thought-listing procedure did induce a
more controlled search of memory, it would merely place boundary conditions on
when we would expect to ﬁnd a relationship between WM-span and subadditivity:
The relationship would be restricted to those tasks in which people use controlled
memory search processes.
This said, we doubt that the thought-listing procedure, as implemented in our experiment, aﬀected how people judged probability in the probability estimation phase
of our experiment. Participants engaged in the thought-listing task in a separate
phase of the experiment than the judgment task on which the subadditivity scores
were based. There was absolutely no encouragement for participants to think of alternatives while they were judging the exhaustive set of 32 menu items.
One obvious problem with making inferences based on correlational data is the
third variable problem. We proposed that the relationship between WM-span and
probability judgment, in particular subadditivity, was due to the number and
strength of the alternatives used in the comparison process. According to our hypothesis, participants should be less subadditive as the number of alternatives used
in the comparison process increases. We proposed that WM is the underlying cognitive construct that governs how many alternatives participants can maintain. However, there is one other possibility that might account for our results––the results
may reﬂect crystallized intelligence. It is possible that participants high in WM-span
have knowledge that the sum of the probabilities of a set of mutually exclusive and
exhaustive hypotheses should be additive. Thus, it is possible that the correlation
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between WM-span and subadditivity is the crystallized intelligence about probability
theory. We refer to this possibility as the knowledge hypothesis.
The combined outcome of the correlation analyses and the eﬀect of distribution
argue against the knowledge hypothesis as the sole factor underlying our ﬁndings.
One test that sheds light on the validity of the knowledge hypothesis is the test of
the interaction between WM-span and distribution. There are two possible reasons
that WM-span might interact with distribution. One reason is that the incremental
reduction in subadditivity should be greater for the even (20–10–9–9–8–8–8–2) distribution than for the uneven (20–42–2–2–2–2–2–2) distribution. That is, considering
an extra alternative that had occurred with frequency 2 in the learning task will lead
to less of a reduction in probability judgment than considering an alternative that
occurred with frequency 8. Because we assume that high-span participants include
more alternatives in the comparison process, we would also expect there to be a
greater eﬀect of WM-span on subadditivity as the distribution of alternatives became
more evenly distributed. Note, however, for this account to hold, we have to assume
that participants retrieve a constant number of alternatives across the four distributions. Note also that the relative accessibility of the alternatives in the four distributions is confounded with the objective frequency. Thus, it is possible that
participants might retrieve more alternatives in the 20–10–9–9–8–8–8–2 distribution
simply because the alternatives are more accessible. Although our data showed that
participants retrieved the same number of alternatives in the thought-listing task, we
do not know if this result generalized to the main probability judgment task. If the
relative accessibility aﬀected the number of hypotheses recalled, it would mitigate the
interaction eﬀect.
The second possible reason for a WM-span  distribution interaction is related to
the knowledge hypothesis. That is, if the reason WM-span is correlated with subadditivity is that high-span participants have knowledge that their judgments should
sum to 100, then their judgments should be unaﬀected by the distribution of the alternatives because participants should use their knowledge of additivity regardless of
the distribution of the alternatives. Thus, if high-span participants have knowledge
that judgments should be additive, one would expect additivity (or approximate additivity) to hold for all four distributions. Analyses of subadditivity across the four
distributions using WM-span as a quantitative predictor failed to reveal a WM-span
by distribution interaction (p ¼ 0:62). Whereas the lack of the interaction does not
lend support for the theory that subadditivity is due to limitations in WM-capacity,
it provides counterevidence to the hypothesis that the correlation between WMcapacity and judgment was due to knowledge of probability theory.
Particularly diagnostic for dispelling the knowledge hypothesis was the ﬁnding that
only two participants in our study produced judgments that were additive. One of
these participants was additive for only one of the four distribution and had a mean
sum of 115. The other participant was additive for three of the four distributions
and had a mean sum of 102.5. The participant who was additive for one distribution
had a WM-span score of 28, and the participant who was additive for three distributions had a WM-span score of 16 (which was the fourth lowest score in the distribution). Note that the mean and median WM-span scores were M ¼ 25:00
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ðSTD ¼ 8:89Þ and X50 ¼ 25:5, respectively, and that the distribution ranged from 7 to
48. Neither of the two participants who showed evidence of additivity was in the upper
quartile of the WM-span distribution. Although this argues against knowledge of
probability theory as an interpretation of our results, it is still possible that some participants knew that their judgments should be additive and attempted to make them so.
However, our data would imply that knowledge of additivity did not covary with WMspan in our experiment, or that knowledge of probability theory was not suﬃcient to
circumvent the eﬀect of WM-limitations on probability judgment.
One might question whether the observed relationship between WM-span and
subadditivity reﬂects retrieval processes rather than a limitation in the number of alternatives that can be maintained in the focus of attention. That is, perhaps it is the
case that participants high in WM-span simply are more eﬃcient at generating or retrieving alternatives from long-term memory. We do not view this possibility as an
alternative explanation of our ﬁndings, but rather as part of the overall explanation.
Indeed, prior research by Rosen and Engle (1997) using a verbal-ﬂuency task
revealed that high-span participants were better able to inhibit the generation of irrelevant category exemplars and consequently showed higher ﬂuency scores than
low-span participants. Rosen and Engle argued that the enhanced ﬂuency scores
for high-span participants was due to the their ability to devote some (untapped)
WM-resources to inhibiting the resampling (or regeneration) of already generated
items. In contrast, low-span participants did not have unused WM-resources to devote to inhibition. In support of this hypothesis, Rosen and Engle showed that highspan participants, but not low-span participants, performed signiﬁcantly worse when
the ﬂuency task was done under divided attention conditions.
In the context of our experiment, it is possible that the diﬀerence between high-span
and low-span participants was that the high-span participants were better able to inhibit already generated, or irrelevant alternatives (i.e., those from a non-target distribution) from taking-up space in the WM store. In either case, however, the net result
would be that WM-span determined the number of relevant alternatives participants
considered. Although number of relevant alternatives used in the comparison process
and the ability to inhibit irrelevant alternatives from replacing relevant alternatives in
WM probably reﬂect the same underlying process, it might be possible to separate
these two possibilities experimentally. As mentioned above, the work by Rosen and
Engle (1997) suggests that high-span participants are eﬀective at inhibiting the regeneration of exemplars in tests of ﬂuency. However, this inhibition ability is mitigated in
high-span participants when given a secondary task to perform. In contrast, low-span
participants are unaﬀected by secondary task loads. If inhibition plays a role in hypothesis generation tasks, it may be possible to show that hypothesis generation and
judgment in high span, but not low span, participants are aﬀected by manipulations
of concurrent WM loads. We are currently testing this possibility.
4.1. Implications for prior research on probability judgment
Our results have implications for several lines of research on probability judgment. Windschitl and Wells (1998; Windschitl & Young, 2001) illustrated that the
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judged probability of the focal is often made by comparing its strength to the strongest single alternative––a heuristic they referred to as the comparison heuristic. This
contrasts with the normative view, which requires that the focal be judged by comparing it to all possible alternatives. Our conceptualization of the comparison process places it somewhere between the normative view and the view of Windschitl
and Wells: Rather than considering all possible alternatives, or considering merely
the single strongest alternative, our data suggest that the number of alternatives to
which the focal is compared is greater than one, but has an upper limit that depends
on oneÕs WM-capacity.
A second line of research for which our results have implications is research done
from within the framework of support theory (Tversky & Koehler, 1994). Support
theory proposes that people compare focal hypotheses with an aggregate (or packed)
set of the alternatives. Subadditivity is assumed to result from underweighting (or
underestimating) the evidential support for the packed set of hypotheses (Tversky
& Koehler, 1994). In essence, people were assumed to overestimate probabilities because they failed to generate adequate support for alternative hypotheses. Our research provides a mechanism by which support might be generated. Rather than
treating the packed hypothesis as a composite, and underweighting the support
for the composite, our results suggest that participants partially unpack the set of alternative hypotheses by generating the most likely alternatives, and that this generation, or unpacking, is constrained by oneÕs WM-capacity. By this account,
subadditivity results, at least in part, from the failure to completely unpack, or consider, the set of alternative hypotheses.
4.2. Summary
In sum, the idea of a limited capacity working memory has had a lasting impact
on a number of areas of cognitive psychology, including judgment and decision making. However, despite its obvious importance in judgment and decision making
tasks, judgment and decision researchers have been slow to incorporate models of
working memory into models of judgment. Instead, decision researchers ‘‘have
mostly made use of memory limitations to motivate a concern for issues of strategy
selection’’ (Weber, Goldstein, & Barlas, 1995, p. 35). Indeed, relatively little research,
in fact no published report that we could ﬁnd, has directly examined the role of
working memory, or capacity limitations, in probability judgment or hypothesis generation. The present research, and prior research in our lab (Dougherty, 2001;
Dougherty, Gettys, & Ogden, 1999), indicates the need for greater application of
memory theory in the area of judgment and decision making.
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